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          - copenhagen bicycle life

Upon visiting new cities we instinctively look 
upwards, seeking out the grand monuments 
that define the place. Here in the Danish 
capital, the iconic Little Mermaid statue has 
caused generations of visitors to utter the 
same four words: ”But she’s so small!”
 
therein lies the key to understanding 
copenhagen. the little Mermaid isn’t small, 
you see. she’s life-size. Much like the city that 
she calls home.

if it’s monuments you’re after in copenhagen, 
don’t look up. look all around you, right there 
at street level. Our greatest monument is 
motion. it is a massive, constant, rhythmic 
and life-sized legacy

MonuMental Motion MonuMental Motion



this never-ending flow of copenhage-
ners on bicycles is like a symphony of 
human power, and it’s been forty years 
in the making. in the 1960’s, this city was 
just as car-clogged as anywhere else. 
Visionary decisions were made and the 
result can be seen all around you. there 
are few places in the world where the 
morning rush hour is graced with such 
poetic motion.

the people that make up this organic 
monument are from all walks of life. 
From every age and wage bracket. We 
don’t have cyclists in copenhagen, we 
merely have people who happen to ride 
their bicycles. Nor will the rolling masses 
define themselves as environmentalists. 
When polled, the majority of copen-
hageners say that they ride because it’s 
easy and fast. Only 1% say they do so for 
environmental issues.

the vast network of safe, segregated 
bike lanes criss-crossing the city has 
encouraged us to choose the bicycle. so 
much so that we have demystified the 
most efficient machine ever invented. 
the bicycle is not exclusively the domain 
of small sub-cultural groups. it has 
become the spiritual property of every 
citizen and it continues to fulfill the libe-
rating role for which it was intended.

cycling in copenhagen brings us closer 
to the life of the city and the people who 
inhabit it. your fellow citizens are right 
there next to you, propelling themselves 
effortlessly through the urban landscape. 
We are one with our town on our bicycles.
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every day people cycle 1.2 Million kiloMetres 
in copenhagen. that’s an iMpressive 30 tiMes 
around the world by bicycle each and every 
day for the cyclists - including the 37% of the 
coMMuters who choose to ride a bike to work 
or school in the city.

A strong tradition of widespread bicycle culture is an 
excellent starting point for securing a sustainable traffic 
culture in tomorrow’s copenhagen. in order to maintain 
and even increase the number of cyclists in copenhagen, 
cycling is consistently prioritized in the city’s planning. 
Giving the edge to cyclists is a task taken seriously and 
pursued with great dedication.

the infrastructure
copenhagen already has 350 kilometres of cycle tracks 
and many kilometers of cycle lanes. if you ride around the 
city, you will almost always find a place where new cycle 
tracks are under construction or where the infrastructure 
is being improved with the city’s cyclists in mind.

 vision & aMbition

copenhagen focuses on three 
political goals that define the 
initiatives that will be put into 
place in order to establish a 
safer, more accessible cycle 
city. By 2015 the city aims to:

Increase the percen-
tage of commuters 
that cycle to work or 
education in Copenha-
gen to 50%.

Ensure that 80 % of all 
cyclists in Copenhagen 
feel safe in the traffic. 

Reduce by 50 % the 
number of seriously 
injured cyclists 

the goals



green waves
A good example is the Green Wave for 
cyclists, which is winning terrain in the city. 
Previously, the traffic lights were coordi-
nated in favour of cars, but now they have 
been adjusted for cyclists along many main 
traffic arteries. At a speed of 20 km/h, 
cyclists during rush hour can surf a wave of 
green lights through the city without put-
ting a foot down.

green cycle routes
Another example is the current develop-
ment of the Green cycle Routes. Better 
described as cyclist motorways, these 
paths criss-cross the city, separated from 
the rest of the infrastructure. they provide 
cyclists with a quick route because of the 
broad width of the paths and a minimal 
contact with traffic. Noise and particle pol-
lution are reduced dramatically and outside 

of rush hour the Green cycle Routes are 
used for recreational activities. On a sunday 
afternoon you’ll experience a whirlwind of 
cycling families, inline skaters and joggers - 
all casually interacting with one another.

reducing risk
in order to reduce the risk of accidents, 
many intersections have been restructured 
in order to give priority to cyclists. stop 
lines for cars are being pushed back five 
metres behind the stop line for cyclists. At 
intersections with separate traffic lights 
for bikes, the cyclists get a green light four 
seconds before the cars do. in some cases 
the headstart is up to 12 seconds. these 
initiatives make the cyclists far more visible 
in the traffic. in addition, you get to where 
you’re going quicker. Every little bit of 
tailwind helps.
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Copenhagen

how to know when you’re incopenhagen
CopEnHagEn FaMILY

CopEnHagEn paRkIng

CopEnHagEn SEnIoR

CopEnHagEn 
RUSH HoUR 

 CopEnHagEn CaRgo 

CopEnHagEn 
SoCCER MoM



Copenhagen
CopEnHagEn FaMILY

CopEnHagEn
BUSInESSMan

CopEnHagEn paRkIng

CopEnHagEn 
RUSH HoUR 

CopEnHagEn
SUV 

CopEnHagEn 
TRaFFIC LIgHTS 

CopEnHagEn WInTER

CopEnHagEn TaxI CopEnHagEn
CYCLIng SHoES 

CopEnHagEn CoFFEE



rolling throughthe decades
- The Bicycle in   copenhagen the history of copenhagen bicycle life

1860-1870’s
the upper classes in copenhagen are 
smitten with an incurable bicycle fever 
and they battle to be the first to be seen 
on a ’hobby horse’ – a wooden bicycle 
without pedals. 

1880’s
the ’Ordinary’ or ’Penny Farthing’ with 
the massive front wheel is the first 
bicycle to enjoy widespread usage in 
copenhagen. Denmark’s first bicycle path 
is created on an equestrian trail along 
the lakes and copenhagen’s first cycling 
postman hits the cobblestones.
Mikael Pedersen invents the Pedersen 
bicycle which remains a collector’s item 
to this day.

1890-1910
the bicycle design we know today, the 
’safety’, sees the light of day and is 
quickly embraced by the whole popula-
tion. Women take to two wheels in great 

numbers, replacing their ankle-length 
Victorian dresses with bloomers. the 
number of bicycles on the streets increa-
ses exponentially. the Danish cyclists 
Federation (1905) and the Danish cycling 
Union (1907) are founded. to this day, 
they work towards better conditions for 
cycling.

1920-1930’s
the bicycle is praised in songs, films, po-
etry and literature as the utmost symbol 
of a healthy, natural, everyday existence 
in copenhagen. this is the heyday of the 
’swayers’ - or svajerne – who are a boi-
sterous, coarse-mouthed, hard-working 
flock of bicycle messengers. they deliver 
all manner of goods on various cargo 
bikes like the long John and its little 
brother the short John.

1940-1950’s
During the second World War the shor-
tage of petrol and spare parts makes the 



bicycle a survival tool for copenhageners. 
Homemade ’bicycle cars’ replace taxis 
and cork and straw are used instead of 
rubber tires. After the war the import ban 
on cars is maintained and copenhagen’s 
bicycle traffic reaches unprecedented 
heights.

1960’s
During the global economic boom car 
traffic explodes and bike lanes are elimi-
nated. Many copenhageners, however, 
continue to ride their bicycles. Many of 
them on American-inspired cruisers as 
well as folding ’mini-bikes’ that can fit 
into the boot of a car.

1970-1980’s
A cocktail of energy crisis, recession and 
increased congestion spawns a collective 
consciousness about alternatives to the 
car. car-free sundays are introduced and 
massive demonstrations put pressure 
on politicians to improve conditions for 
cyclists. copenhagen begins its massive 
investments in bicycle-friendly infra-
structure and the trend is the lithe derail-

leur bike with external gears.

1990’s
Denmark establishes the world’s first 
national bicycle route network. Even in 
flat Denmark the mountain bike becomes 
popular and copenhagen inspires the rest 
of the world by launching the free bike 
share programme, ”Bycyklen”, in 1995. 
Bike messengers and cycle taxis become 
a popular way to transport documents, 
packages and tourists around the city.

2000 and beyond
copenhageners cycle even more. the 
bicycle becomes an important issue for a 
wide range of political parties. comforta-
ble ’grandma bikes’ mix with funky fixies 
as well as the extremely popular cargo 
bikes that carry the next generation into 
a future where pedal power keeps copen-
hagen rolling.
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background info on the internet:
city of cyclists
www.kk.dk/cityofcyclists 
the city of copenhagen’s official cycling website in English. informati-
on, links and documents, including the city’s biannual Bicycle Account.

copenhagenize
www.copenhagenize.com
the copenhagen Bicycle Blog features a wealth of photographs and ar-
ticles about the city’s bicycle culture with focus on encouraging cycling.

copenhagen cycle chic
www.copenhagencyclechic.com
the famous streetstyle photography blog that highlights the unique 
copenhagen combination of fashion and bicycle transport. called the 
satorialist on two Wheels by the Guardian.

the danish cyclists federation 
www.dcf.dk/english or www.dcf.dk/deutsch
the official site of the Danish cyclists Federation in English or German. 

cycling embassy of denmark
www.cycling-embassy.org

visit denmark
www.visitdenmark.com
the official site of Denmark’s tourist board. A comprehensive guide to 
all manner of holidays in Denmark, including cycle holidays. the perfect 
preparation for any visit to the country.

bike city copenhagen
www.bikecitycopenhagen.com
copenhagen is the first city to have been awarded the Uci Bike city 
label. Read about the major Uci sports events taking place in Denmark.

bicycle taxis:
flying tigers rickshaw
www.flyingtigers.dk
strandlodsvej 15E 
2300 copenhagen s 
Phone: +45 27 31 38 33
e-mail: info@flyingtigers.dk

kbh cykeltaxa
www.kbhcykeltaxa.dk
Phone: +45 26 18 58 00
e-mail: mail@kbhcykeltaxa.dk

copenhagen rickshaw 
www.rickshaw.dk
Vodroffsvej 55, 1900 Frb c 
Phone +45 35 43 01 22
e-mail: info@rickshaw.dk

nice to    know… 



get wheelin’ 
- bike rentals in copenhagen: 
baisikeli    
www.cph-bike-rental.dk 
All proceeds from bike rentals go to sending used Danish bikes to su-
stainability projects in Africa.
turesensgade 10 - 1368 copenhagen K. - Mobile: +45 26 70 02 29  

rent a bike    
www.rentabike.dk 
located at the central station and Østerport station. A wide variety of 
bikes, including trailers and cargo bikes.
Central Station: 
Reventlowsgade 11 - 1651 copenhagen V - Phone: +45 33 33 86 13 
Østerport Station:
Oslo Plads 10 - 2100 copenhagen Ø - Phone: +45 33 33 85 13

københavns cykelbørs / copenhagen bicycle exchange    
www.cykelboersen.dk 
Founded in 1881, Københavns cykelbørs has played an important role 
throughout the history of copenhagen bicycle culture. Delivery and pick-
up of bikes can be arranged at your request. 
Gothersgade 157 - 1123 copenhagen K - Phone:  +45 33 14 07 17

guided tours
on bike:
city safari 
www.citysafari.dk
Danish Architecture centre 
DAc, strandgade 27B
1401 copenhagen c
Phone: +45 33 23 94 90
e-mail: citysafari@citysafari.dk 

copenhagen tours
www.copenhagen-tours.dk
Vodroffsvej 55
1900 Frb c
Phone +45 35 43 01 22, 
e-mail: 
info@copenhagen-tours.dk

facts There are more bikes than inhabitants 
in Copenhagen
Each day people cycle 1.2 million 
kilometres in Copenhagen
37 % of the commuters going to work or 
school in Copenhagen use their bicycles
For people living in Copenhagen the 
number is 55%
25% of all families with two kids in Copen-
hagen own a cargo bike or a bicycle trailer 
on the streets with the heaviest bicycle 
traffic there are between 20.000 and 
30.000 cyclists a day 
all taxis in Copenhagen have racks for 
carrying two bikes
along main traffic arteries the traffic lights 
are coordinated in favour of cyclists during 
rush hour (green Waves for cyclists)
In Copenhagen you can bring your bike 
on the metro and local trains for a fee 
of 14 kroner
Many hotels in Copenhagen provide 
bicycles for their guests
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Additional photos: city of copenhagen

1  rush hour at dronning louises bridge – see a rolling wave of bicycles during the 
rush hour (dronning louises bro, 1360 kbh k)    2  the green wave - aMagerbrogade (also 
nørrebrogade and østerbrogade) – ride 20 kM/h and hit green lights all the way to the 
city during rush hour (aMagerbrogade, 2300 kbh s).    3  Åbuen bridge – bicycle/pedestrian 
bridge and part of the green cycle route (laurids skaus gade, 2200 kbh n).    4  brygge bridge  
– the first bridge over the harbour for bicycles and pedestrians (islands brygge, 2300 
kbh s)    5  the green cycle route – new bicycle Motorway for transport and recreation 
(start froM Åbuen bridge towards nørrebro).    6  city hall bike parking  – the city’s Most 
beautiful bicycle parking facilities froM 1905 (city hall, rÅdhuspladsen, 1550 kbh v - 
entrance froM the back).    7  bike on bike on bike… - bike parking wilderness at nørreport 
station (nørrevoldgade 13, 1358 kbh k)    8  wall Mural of a cyclist on nørrebrogade – the 
cycling girl as art (nørrebrogade 14-16, 2200 kbh n).    9  aMager strand – copenhagen’s 
riviera with 5000 parking spots for bikes (aMager strand stien, 2300 kbh s)    10 christiania 
– hoMe of creative and alternative bicycle culture (prinsessegade, 1422 kbh k)

copenhagen bicycle life 
 - 10 hot spots


